Advancing Anchoring with Falcon Anchors by Western Green
Falcon Anchors by Western Green take the best of existing anchor
system technology and builds improved anchoring products that
are a true FORCE of NATURE. Falcon Anchors feature improved
quality, performance, and system installation, resulting in advanced
anchored products that perform to the highest tested technologies.
Falcon Anchors grip and dig into the soil for a streamlined installation and performance with high factor of safety.
Casted and assembed in the USA, and with quicker load-locking
capabilities, Falcon Anchors can be in-place controlling against nature’s forces from day one. When combined with one of Western
Green’s High-performance Turf Reinforcement Mats, the result is a
completely integrated armoring system that can be curated to your
specific design parameters.
Start specifying with our complete line of anchors, to reach your
erosion and slope stabilization goals.

The tapered nose of the Falcon anchor head are designed to penetrate the
soil with a sharp driving edge without deflecting, resulting in improved
installation.

INSTALLATION FEATURES OF THE FALCON ANCHORS
• Flush Back end allows anchors to be driven with no internal force,
resulting in less breakage and easier driving
• All anchor sizes taper with the same aperature allowing the use of
the same drive rod.
• Casted and manufactured in the USA, can be used on ARRA projects.
• Strengthed and centered anchor bridge result in quicker load-locking
and less breakage at cable joint.

Anchor Reinforced Vegetated System (ARVS) with Falcon Anchors
HOW IT WORKS
1. Western Green HPTRMs: The soft armoring permanent erosion control
product conforms to the earth’s surface creating a soil- mat interation
that stabilizes the surface. The durability of the woven HPTRM provides
confidence to install in high loading/ high surviveability applications.
2. Falcon Percussion Driven Anchors (PDAs): The PDAs are deep-seated
anchors that are embedded under a potential failure plane, harnessing
the strength of the fabric to hold saturated, surficial soils. The top cap allows tensioning to be applied to the cable tendon, creating a load bearing
capacity of the system. With the cable bridge centered on the anchor
head, the anchor has quicker load-locking, protecting more soil, with less
loss of depth.
3. Vegetation Reinforcement: The open 3D structure of the HPTRM
allows for rapid vegetation growth, with the roots integrating to create a
stabilized surface strata. Together the full ARVS system is used to protect
ground from erosion, and add stability to the soil base.
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The HPTRM, percussion driven anchor, and vegetation combine
to create the integrated ARVS. The components of the ARVS
are available in custom configurations which can be designed
to optimize performance and value to site-specific challenges.

Falcon Anchor Dimensions
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